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Maximizing the use of aquifer thermal energy storage systems in urban 
areas: effects on individual system primary energy use and overall 
GHG emissions 
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H I G H L I G H T S  

• The primary energy use of ATES systems evaluated for high and low aquifer utilisation levels. 
• High aquifer utilisation levels reduce energy use of individual systems, as more wells can be placed. 
• The highest aquifer utilization level considered is 115% and resulted in 82% ATES adoption. 
• For aquifer utilization <80%, energy use of buildings is not affected by subsurface interactions. 
• For aquifer utilization >80%, interactions affect gas use +15% and electricity use +/-15%.  

A R T I C L E  I N F O   

Keywords: 
Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) 
Subsurface interaction between ATES systems 
Individual ATES system performance 
Optimal utilisation of subsurface space 

A B S T R A C T   

Low temperature (<25 ◦C) Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) systems have a world-wide potential to 
provide low-carbon space heating and cooling for buildings by using heat pumps combined with the seasonal 
subsurface storage and recovery of heated and cooled groundwater. ATES systems increasingly utilize aquifer 
space, decreasing the overall primary energy use for heating and cooling for an urban area. However, subsurface 
interaction may negatively affect the energy performance of individual buildings with existing ATES systems. In 
this study, it is investigated how aquifer utilization levels, obtained by varying well placement policies, affect 
subsurface interaction between ATES systems and how this in turn affects individual primary energy use. To this 
end, a building climate installation model is developed and integrated with a MODFLOW-MT3DMS thermal 
groundwater model. For the spatial distribution and thermal requirements of 26 unique buildings as present in 
the city centre of Utrecht, the placement of ATES wells is varied using an agent-based modelling approach 
applying dense and spacious placement restrictions. Within these simulations ATES adoption order and well 
placement location is randomized. Well placement density is varied for 9 scenarios by changing the distance 
between wells of the same and the opposite type. The results of this study show that the applied dense well 
placement policies lead to a 30% increase of ATES adoption and hence overall GHG emission reduction improved 
with maximum 60% compared to conventional heating and cooling. The primary energy use of individual ATES 
systems is affected at varying well placement policies by two mechanisms. Firstly, at denser well placement, 
ATES systems are able to place more wells, which increases the capacity of their ATES system, thereby decreasing 
their electricity and gas use. Secondly, aquifer utilization increases with denser well placement policies and thus 
interaction between individual ATES increases. At subsurface utilization up to 80%, individual primary energy 
use does not change significantly due to subsurface interaction. At aquifer utilization level > 80%, both negative 
and positive interaction is observed. Negative interaction between wells of the opposite type leads to an increase 
of gas or electricity use up to 15% compared to spacious well placement. On the other side, buildings may 
experience a maximum decrease of 15% electricity use at dense well placement due to positive interaction be-
tween wells of the same type. Local conditions like building location, plot size, distance to other buildings and 
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heating/cooling demand determine the specific effect per building. The optimal well placement policy result 
from the aquifer utilisation levels discussed above. Maximum GHG emission reduction while maintaining indi-
vidual ATES system performance, is achieved with well distances of 0.5–1 times the yearly average thermal 
radius for wells of the same type (cold-cold and warm-warm). Opposite well types (cold-warm) should be placed 
apart ~2 times the thermal radius to prevent negative subsurface interaction.   

1. Introduction 

Heating and cooling of buildings contributes to about 25% of the 
total worldwide energy end-use [1], hence constituting an important 
source of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Typical for moderate cli-
mates, the demand for space heating and cooling alternates seasonally. 
Using aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES, Fig. 1) systems for har-
vesting and storing cooling potential during winter and heating poten-
tial during summer, results in fewer emissions for heating and cooling. 
Low-temperature (LT) ATES systems are therefore increasingly used to 
reduce primary energy consumption and associated GHG emissions [2]. 
Worldwide potential for ATES systems exists across Europe, Asia and 
North-America [2–3]. Life cycle assessment studies indicate that emis-
sions associated to installation activities and component have a 

negligible contribution to the overall GHG emission of ATES systems 
[4–5]. Therefore, focussing on operational performance is key in 
assessing ATES systems. 

ATES systems use tube wells1 to inject and extract groundwater from 
aquifers in the subsurface. Each system consists of at least two tube wells 
coupled to a heat exchanger to provide heating/cooling to the building. 
Around each ATES well the system takes up space in the subsurface 
where the heat/cold is stored. Interaction between wells of the same 
type leads to positive thermal performance, while interaction between 
opposite well types negatively affects thermal recovery efficiency of 
these systems e.g. Bloemendal et al. [6,38] and Fig. 2. The increasing 

Nomenclature 

AA Surface area of ATES area under consideration [m2] 
B Energy balance [-] 
caq Volumetric heat capacity of saturated porous medium; 2.8 

× 106 [J/m3/K] 
cw Volumetric heat capacity of water; 4.2 × 106 [J/m3/K] 
COP Coefficient Of Performance: ratio between provided 

thermal energy and consumed electricity [-] 
D Multiplier for thermal radius, to obtain distance (x) 

between wells [-] 
Δp Hydraulic resistance or required pressure increase [kg/m/ 

s2] 
ε Specific heating/cooling demand [J/m2/y] 
E Energy [J] 
f correction factor [-] 
Fs Allocated aquifer space fraction for ATES [m3/m3] 
g Gravitational acceleration; 9.81 [m/s2] 
GHG Greenhouse gas emissions [kg CO2] 
h counter for number of buildings with conventional system 

[-] 
i counter for number of buildings with ATES system [-] 
j counter for number of well [-] 
k number of ATES systems [-] 
l number of conventional systems [-] 
L Well screen length [m] 
Laq Aquifer thickness [m] 
m number of wells [-] 
n Porosity [-] 
ηth Recovery efficiency [-] 
ηp Pump efficiency; 0.25 [-] 
P Thermal or electrical power [J/s] 
ρ Water density; 1,000 [kg/m3] 
Q Hourly pumping rate of ATES wells [m3/hr] 
r adoption ratio [-] 
Rth Thermal radius [m] 
t time [s – hr – d] 
T Temperature [◦C] 
Vtot Yearly storage volume of groundwater [m3/y] 

x Distance between wells [m] 

Sub-scripts 
aq Aquifer 
b Associated to building 
boiler Associated to boiler energy use/supply 
c Associated to cooling and/or cold well 
cap capacity 
cp Associated to pumps circulating medium inside the 

building climate installation 
cond Associated to heat pump condenser 
dc Associated to dry-cooler energy use/supply 
demand Associated to energy demand 
dense Dense well placement setting 
e electricity 
em emission 
est estimated 
evap Associated to heat pump evaporator 
g gas 
h Associated to heating 
hp Associated to heatpump 
inf Associated to infiltration in warm/cold well 
loss Associated to heat/temperature losses 
max maximum 
min minimum 
o opposite type of wells 
passive Demand associated with the passive cooling mode 
pl Associated to partial load 
r reference 
req required 
s same type of wells 
spacious Spacious well placement setting 
storage Associated to heating/cooling diverted to the ATES 
t time 
tot total 
th thermal 
w Associated to warm well 
well Associated to the well flow or temperature 
y year  

1 please note that environmental hazards related to drilling of ATES wells 
may differ depending on local geology, and should always be properly 
addressed 
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implementation of ATES systems in urban areas has resulted in the 
(potential) interaction between multiple systems, leading to questions 
on the impact of their individual performance, optimal use of the sub-
surface and overall GHG emissions [7–8]. When the wells of neigh-
bouring ATES systems are forced apart to prevent any thermal 
interaction, this may result in a sub-optimal use of subsurface space for 
ATES systems and hence lower overall GHG emission reductions 
[6,9–11]. Under the current legislation in the Netherlands and many 
other countries, it is not allowed to affect existing ATES systems [12], 
and 3 times the radius of thermal influence around an ATES well is often 
used as a distance between wells [7]. The current placement policy 
prevents a spatially dense positioning of ATES wells. Although Bloe-
mendal et al. [6] and Sommer et al. [13] showed that a higher spatial 
adoption rate of buildings with ATES, leads to an overall reduction of 
GHG emissions, and smaller distances are also applied in practice, it is 
still unclear how severe the poorer performance of ATES systems is due 
to interaction between ATES wells and how this leads to higher primary 
energy use for buildings that are affected by new neighbouring ATES 
systems. Furthermore, it is not yet clear how changes in individual ATES 
system GHG emission relate to the overall decrease in GHG emissions for 
the entire region. 

Therefore, the goal of this study is to assess how the different well 
placement scenarios lead to subsurface interaction between ATES wells 
and how these interactions affect the individual primary energy use and 
GHG emissions of each specific building as well as overall GHG emis-
sions. The insights from this study aim to foster practical planning and 
design rules suitable to ensure optimal ATES utilisation with improved 
GHG emissions reduction while preventing negative impact on the pri-
mary energy use of individual buildings with ATES, which is crucial for 
the societal and governmental support of high density placement 
policies. 

1.1. General approach 

A simulation study is carried out to evaluate the primary energy use 
of buildings with ATES systems under spacious and dense ATES well 
placement policies. To identify optimal well placement rules while 
evaluating individual performance of ATES systems, 3 aspects are 
important to take into account:  

1. The building characteristics (thermal requirements, building plot 
space), because they determine the number of wells needed and the 
available plot space for well placement.  

2. The performance of the ATES wells and their interaction between 
neighbouring wells.  

3. The primary energy use of the building facilities following from the 
ATES well performance. 

The calculated GHG emissions for individual ATES users and the 
total emissions for all buildings in a case study area are evaluated using 
an analysis of the energy use of the building climate installation for 
which a detailed building climate installation (BCI) model is developed 
and validated. This BCI model simulates the energy flows of the build-
ings during the simulation period and tracks the primary energy use of 
the buildings in the study area. The subsurface interactions between the 
ATES wells in the model are simulated with an existing groundwater 
model code [6,38], which is fully integrated with the developed BCI 
model. Placement of ATES wells is done with an agent based model, to 
assess various placement policies while taking into account spatially 
constrains in the well placement procedure such as e.g. buildings, 
infrastructure and surface water [14]. For the spatial distribution and 
thermal requirements of 26 unique buildings as present in the city centre 
of Utrecht, the ATES system density is varied using an agent-based 
approach applying various placement restrictions, within which ATES 
adoption order and well placement was randomized. Well placement 
density is varied for 9 scenarios by changing the distance between wells 
of the same and the opposite type taking into account the thermal 
storage volumes that would be required for the adoption of ATES by an 
individual building. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Well placement based on thermal radius 

During infiltration in an ATES well, a cylindrical shaped volume of 
warm/cold groundwater is formed around the well (Fig. 3). This is called 
the thermal radius (Rth) and is calculated based on the total seasonal 
storage volume of a well: 

Fig. 1. Basic working principle of a low-temperature (LT) ATES-doublet. Right: In winter, buildings are heated with a heat pump (HP) which extracts heat that was 
previously stored in the warm well. This creates cooling capacity which is stored in another well in the subsurface. This cooling capacity is used in summer (left) to 
cool the building, by storing the excess heat in the warm well. From: Bloemendal et al. [6]. 
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Rth =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
cwV

caqπL

√

(1) 

With cw and caq being the volumetric heat capacity (J/K/m3) of water 
and the saturated aquifer, V the total injected volume (m3) and L the 
aquifer thickness (m). In a given area, the aquifer thickness and volu-
metric heat capacity are often assumed to be constant. The building 
heating/cooling demand and associated infiltration/abstraction volume 
therefore determines the variation in size of the thermal radius and the 
number of used wells. Distance between wells of the opposite type (xo) 
and same well types (xs) is calculated as a function of the thermal radii of 
the two wells [6]: 

xo = Do⋅Rth
xs = Ds⋅Rth

(2) 

Well placement policies follow distance rules which depend on these 
thermal radii: wells of the same type (Ds) can be placed closer to each 

other, while wells of the opposite type (Do) should be placed further 
apart, Fig. 3. When wells do not have the same thermal radii, the dis-
tance between wells is calculated based on the average of the two 
thermal radii. A combination of values for Do and Ds is defined as a 
placement policy or scenario. For convenience and simplification rea-
sons the abbreviations xs = 2*Rth → ‘Ds = 2′ and similarly xo = 3*Rth → 
‘Do = 3′ are used in this study. This approach allows for representative 
translation of the results of this study to other locations with a wide 
range in aquifer thickness available for ATES. 

2.2. Modelling approach 

The coupled simulation framework is programmed in python code, 
which is a commonly used scripting language in science and engineering 
[15]. This framework uses two external simulation codes: MODFLOW/ 
MT3DMS for groundwater temperature simulations section, section 
2.2.3, [16–17] and agent based model NetLogo for the well placement, 
section 2.2.2 [18]. Additionally, a Building Climate Installation (BCI) 

Fig. 2. Schematic top view of how two wells of the same and the opposite type interact at various distances from each other. Distances between wells: top: 200 m, 
middle: 50 m. lower: 5 m. The bottom graph shows the left well (warm well in both cases) temperature development during extraction for the 6 cases, the presented 
well temperature plots are at the end of extraction from the warm well. 
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model is developed to A) calculate energy demands for each building in 
the simulation and to B) subsequently determine primary energy use of 
each component of the BCI (section 2.2.1). During simulation, the BCI is 
coupled to the groundwater model. The simulation procedure is sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 4 and consists of two main steps: 

1. Initialisation: Like is done in practice, a reference climate year is 
used to calculate the energy demand and sizes of the ATES system and 
BCI components for each building. The NetLogo model is used to 
initialize the well locations depending on the predefined well placement 
policy. If there is no space to place a minimum of 2 wells for the ATES 
system, a conventional BCI is assigned to those buildings for that specific 
simulation. 

2. Simulation: The building-climate model and MOFLOW model are 
run subsequently for each hourly time-step of the simulation period. The 
building-climate model serves as an input for the MODFLOW model and 
vice versa. 

2.2.1. Building climate installation 
The main functionality of the BCI model is to correctly represent the 

interaction between the ATES system and the building climate instal-
lation, as well as conventional climate installation for heating and 
cooling. Therefore, two BCI models are created, one for buildings with 
an ATES system and one for conventional buildings, Fig. 4. Conventional 
heating and cooling systems consists of a gas boiler for heating and a 
chiller, which uses electrical energy, for cooling. The ATES system BCI 
model is described in the remainder of this section. For simplification 
reasons, the ATES system BCI is described for one building with one 
doublet (1 warm and 1 cold well), please note that the model infra-
structure can handle any type and number of buildings with any number 
of ATES well doublets. 

The ATES system BCI model is a conceptual model with components 
and operation modes according to Dutch design standards for ATES 
systems, Fig. 5 [19–20]. The main components of the ATES system BCI 
are the heat pump, which directly interacts with the ATES wells, the dry 
cooler to exchange heat or cooling capacity with the outside air and a 
peak boiler, Fig. 5. Each building has these same components and modes 
of operation, due to differences in size and function of the building the 
energy demand varies and with that also the size of components. 

2.2.2. Basic description of ATES climate installation 
An ATES system consists of a cold and a warm well connected to a 

heat pump (HP) via a chilled water net and a heat exchanger. Tube wells 
produce and inject groundwater. Submersible pumps use electricity to 
pump the groundwater from one well to another via a heat exchanger 
which allows for heat exchange with the BCI. In summer (cooling de-
mand), cold groundwater is used directly for cooling, Fig. 5-A. In winter 
(heating demand) the heat pump condenser provides heating at the 
required temperature level, while at the evaporator side of the heat 
pump heat is taken from the warm well, cooling down the groundwater, 
hence cooling capacity is stored in the cold well, Fig. 5-B. To operate, the 
heat pump uses electricity. In summer, the heat pump is mostly not used, 
because free cooling is used directly from the cold well. But, when the 
cooling capacity of the cold well is not sufficient, the HP can be used to 

Fig. 3. Schematic overview of distance rules between wells of the same (Ds) 
and the opposite (Do) type based on the thermal radius (Rth) [32]. 

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of the simulation framework of the different components of the used modelling system.  
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provide extra cooling capacity to the building. Cooling capacity from the 
evaporator is provided to the building, the heat produced at the 
condenser side is then stored in the warm well or dumped to the outside 
air via the dry cooler. In case of simultaneous heating and cooling de-
mand (not shown in Fig. 5), heat produced at the condenser and cooling 
capacity from the evaporator are both supplied to the building. The ratio 
between heating and cooling demand will determine whether the ATES 
supplies additional heat to the heat pump or direct cooling to the 

building. When heating and cooling demand of the building is not in 
balance over multiple years a dry cooler2 is used to either store extra 
heat in summer or extra cooling capacity in winter, to meet the next 

Fig. 5. Climate installation schematics, depend-
ing on heating/cooling demand conditions 
different modes of operations may exists. The 
condenser (Con) and evaporator (Eva) together 
represent the heat pump. Two out of five possible 
modes are illustrated. A: cooling mode: cooling is 
directly delivered from the cold well, the buffer 
tank is used to prevent frequent switching of the 
submersible well pump. When cooling capacity 
from the cold well is insufficient, evaporator of 
the heat pump delivers cooling, depending on the 
ATES energy balance condition the heat produced 
at the condensor is either dispersed into atmo-
sphere via the dry cooler, or stored in warm well. 
B: heating mode: warm groundwater is used by 
the heat pump evaporator, condenser provides 
heat to the distributor demanding heat. When 
warm well/ heat pump cannot deliver the 
required heat capacity, the peak boiler add extra 
heat.   

2 Instead of a dry cooler also other techniques can be used, asphalt or solar 
collectors, or surface water. Their energy use varies little and depends on local 
conditions. Therefore only the dry cooler is evaluated in this study. 
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seasons’ energy demand. Dry cooler operation requires electricity use of 
circulation pumps and ATES well pump. The heat pump is installed at 
around 35–50% of maximum required heating capacity and then pro-
vides ~80% of the total heating demand (Fig. 6). The remaining ~20% 
is provided with a boiler which uses natural gas. This is done in practice 
to save costs because a monovalent ATES systems requires a significantly 
larger heat pump and double the ATES wells capacity, which is more 
expensive. 

2.2.3. Temporal discretization and simulation horizon 
The model simulates the BCI parameters at an hourly time steps, 

which is the minimum needed time step to account for diurnal variations 
in energy demand. This therefore also requires hourly temperature data 
input. 

The total simulation horizon is set to 5 years. Although this is shorter 
than the expected life span of ATES systems, it is sufficiently long to 
distinguish between performance under varying well placement policies 
[21–22]. 

2.2.4. Initialisation: Energy demand of buildings 
The energy demand of each building is identified using the gross 

surface area of the building and the estimated specific yearly heating 
and cooling demand from a Dutch database (RVO). The total demand is 
then subdivided to hourly rates using both the outside air temperature of 
a reference year and the characteristics of the specific building (e.g. 
opening hours). The detailed calculation sub-steps are presented in ap-
pendix I. The result of this step is that each building in the simulation has 
an expected hourly heating and cooling demand which varies among 
each building because building functions, opening hours and size vary. 
Based on the maximum hourly values for heating and cooling demand 
the required size of the heat pump is determined. 

2.2.5. Initialisation: Sizing of components 

2.2.5.1. Heat pump. Depending on the type of ATES system BCI: 
monovalent or bivalent, the size of the heat pump is determined. In case 
of a bivalent system, the HP is designed to provide 35% of the maximum 
required heating capacity, Fig. 6. In such conditions the HP can still 
provide the vast majority of the heat, because the maximum capacity is 
only needed during a limited amount of time during the year, Fig. 6. 
When choosing a monovalent system, the heat pump needs to cover 
100% of the required capacity. Thus, the HP properties follow from the 
maximum required heating capacity found for each building in the 
reference year calculation and the setting for the required heat pump 
capacity and Coefficient of Performance (COP), Table 1. 

2.2.5.2. Number of wells. The required number of wells (mneeded) for 
each building follow from the maximum flow needed to provide the 
required cooling capacity and heating capacity (Ph/c_i_max) from the 
wells, please note that the maximum capacity from the warm well de-
pends on size and COP of the heat pump. The temperature difference 
between the wells (ΔT) and the volumetric heat capacity of water (cw) 
determines the required flow capacity from the wells (Qreq). It is 
assumed that the aquifer of choice in the study area can host wells with a 
capacity of Qmax = 100 m3/hr, the number of wells follows from dividing 
the required capacity by the maximum flow rate per well. If the required 
number of wells (mneeded) is actually available depends on the NetLogo 
well placement following the determined well placement policy. 

mneeded =
Qreq

Qmax
=

Ph/c i max

ΔT⋅cw⋅Qmax
(3) 

N.B. In any case no maximum is set to the chiller (when no ATES 
wells can be placed) boiler and dry cooler size. For the interaction and 
energy use of these components it doesn’t matter what capacity/size 
they have. 

2.2.6. Simulation: BCI operation dynamics 
The climate installation model consists of a series of calculations to 

determine the functioning and energy use of the different components of 
the installation. The building energy fluxes described below are calcu-
lated and saved for each hourly time step (t) for each individual building 
(k). Each variable is not explained individually in the text, the nomen-
clature gives the description of the used variables, constants and sub- 
scripts. The scheme in Fig. 7 is the blueprint for the calculations 
explained in the 10 steps described below.  

1. Maximum passive cooling 

To determine the amount of passive cooling that can be provided by 
the system under a given cooling demand, the maximum passive cooling 
needs to be calculated. To calculate this, the expected infiltration tem-
perature in the warm well due to passive cooling (Tinf_w_est) is estimated: 

Tinf w est = Tc return − Thex loss (4) 
Fig. 6. Heat pump design: monovalent versus bivalent. 
Adapted from: [36] 

Table 1 
Parameters settings used for the BCI model.  

BCI parameter Value Description 

Tc_return_min 

[◦C] 
13 The minimum return temperature from the building 

after passive cooling (cold well > warm well). 
Tc_return_max 

[◦C] 
16 The maximum return temperature from the building 

after passive cooling (cold well > warm well). 
Tw_supply [◦C] 45 Supply temperature to the building for heating 
Tw_return [◦C] 35 Return temperature from the building after heating 
Qwell_max [m3/ 

h] 
100 Maximum well pumping capacity 

Tinf_w_max [◦C] 25 Maximum infiltration temperature during cooling 
(cold well > warm well) 

C1 [-] 0.001604 Heat pump correction parameters, used to calculated 
the heat pump correction factor that is used to 
calculate the electricity use of the heat pump under 
varying partial loads. 

C2 [-] 0.739065 
C3 [-] 9.624631 

Tevap_c [◦C] 8 Evaporator exit temperature during heating 
Fpl_min [-] 0.25 The minimum partial load of the heat pump 
Tloss [◦C] 1 The temperature loss in the heat exchanger. 
COPdc [-] 25 The COP of the dry cooler 
COPC [-] 3 The COP of the chiller that is used by the BCI to cool 

building without an ATES system. 
COPHP [-] 5 The COP of the HP at full load 
COPcirculation 

[-] 
75 The COP for circulation pumps 

COPwell [-] 40 The COP of the well pump during heating/cooling 
COPboiler [-] 0.825 Energy efficiency of the gas boiler, based on upper 

calorific value Dutch gas mix1  

1 For clarity/uniformity reasons in this study COP is used as a symbol instead 
of the usual η or EER for boilers 
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Where Tc_return is the return temperature of the cooling grid inside the 
building and Thex_loss is the temperature loss over the heat exchanger. 
Tc_return varies between a minimum temperature (Tc_return_min) at low 
cooling capacities and a maximum return temperature (Tc_return_max) at 
maximum cooling capacities. Tc_return is determined by the size of the 
cooling demand divided by the maximum cooling demand:): 

Tc return = Tc return min +
Ec hr⋅(Tc return max − Tc return min)

Ec h max
(5) 

The maximum amount of passive cooling (PATES_c_passive_max) is sub-
sequently calculated as: 

PATES c passive max = QATES w max⋅m⋅
cw

Δt
⋅(Tinf w est − Twell c) (6) 

With cw being the heat capacity of water, m the number of wells for 
the building under consideration and time step size (Δt), in this simu-
lation one hour.  

2. Maximum total heating & maximum condenser power 

The maximal ATES total heating capacity (PATES w max) is calculated 
based on the temperature difference between the warm well and the 
infiltration temperature in the cold well, the latter being a fixed set point 
of the heat pump. 

PATES w max = QATES w max⋅m⋅
cw

Δt
⋅(Twell w − Tinf c) (7) 

During high cooling demand, passive cooling capacity can be insuf-
ficient, in this case the heat pump can be used to provide extra cooling 
demand. This results in an amount of condenser heat. The maximum 
amount of condenser heat that can be stored in the wells is given by: 

PATES cond max = (QATES c max⋅m⋅
cw

Δt
⋅(Tinf w max − Twell c)) − PATES passive max

(8)    

3. Calculation of partial load of the heat pump 

The heat pump usage is a percentage of the maximum heat pump 
capacity and can therefore never be higher than 100%. The heat pump 
can be used for both cooling and heating. The partial load factor (fhp_pl) 
of the heat pump is determined by the heating/cooling demand, size of 
the heat pump and the temperature of the warm and the cold wells. 
Considering that all heat demand is supplied by the heat pump and all 
excess heat of the condenser is stored in the ATES system at peak 
cooling, the partial load of the heat pump is determined by the minimum 
and maximum partial load conditions of both the evaporator and 
condenser. The maximum partial load factor of the condenser capacity is 
calculated by:fpl cond max =

(Ph+PATES cond max)
Pcond max 

(9) 
In which Ph follows from the hourly heating demand Eh_t, divided by 

one hour. The maximum partial load of the heat pump evaporator is 
calculated using the cooling demand and the maximum thermal capacity 
of the warm well (both are connected to the heat pump evaporator): 

fpl evap max =
(Pc + PATES w max)

Pevap max
(10) 

The minimal partial load of the heat pump evaporator is calculated 
by: 

fpl evap min =
(Pc − PATES passive max)

Pevap max
(11) 

The partial load of the heat pump condenser based on the actual heat 
demand is calculated by: 

fpl cond demand =
Ph

Pcond max
(12) 

In practice, there will also be a minimal partial load at which the heat 
pump can still operate. In this model, it is assumed that in such a case, 
excess heat or cooling capacity is stored temporarily in a buffer tank in 
the plant room. This buffer is not modelled, but partial loads between 
0% and 100% are allowed instead.  

4. Condenser / Evaporator power of the heat pump 

Based on the calculated partial load of the heat pump, the actual 

Fig. 7. Schematic of BCI component functioning during one hour in winter (heating demand).  
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condenser and evaporator power can be calculated as: 
Pcond = fhp pl⋅Pcond max and Pevap = fhp pl⋅Pevap max (13)  

5. Heat pump operation 

From the calculated heat pump operation it is now calculated how 
much will be stored in the wells. When the heating demand is smaller 
than the condenser heating capacity, the amount of stored heat is 
calculated as the condenser heating capacity minus the heating demand. 
Similarly, the amount of stored evaporator capacity is the difference 
between the cooling demand and the available evaporator capacity. 

During heating, the amount of heat that needs to be supplied by the 
boiler is: 

Pboiler = Ph − (Pcond − Pcond storage) (14) 

During cooling, the amount of passive cooling that is delivered is 
determined by the heat pump is calculated as: 

Pc passive= MIN(PATES_passive_max, (Pc - (Pevap - Pevap storage) (15)    

6. Energy flows Heat Pump 

Similarly the required heating/cooling capacity from the ATES wells 
follow from the heat pump operation. The evaporator power therefore 
defines the needed capacity from the warm wells (PATES_h = Pevap) and 
the needed capacity from the cold wells is defined by the sum of passive 
cooling capacity and the stored warm energy at the condenser. The re-
sidual heating/cooling directly utilized from the heat pump is calculated 
as the evaporator capacity minus the heating capacity.  

7. Volume flow from ATES wells (injection & extraction) 

The amount of volume that is extracted from a type of well and is 
injected into the other type of well depends on the total energy flow and 
the ΔT between injection and extraction. In heating mode, the injection 
temperature is known (set at certain temperature, e.g. 6 ◦C). During 
cooling, the injection temperature is not exactly known but is estimated 
in step 1. The volume flow is subsequently calculated as for cooling: 

Qc =
Δt⋅Pc passive

(Tc return − Twell c − Tloss)⋅cw
(16) 

And for heating as: 

Qh =
Δt⋅PATES h

(Twell w − Tinf c)⋅cw
(17)    

8. Infiltration temperature of warm and cold well 

An important parameter for the interaction with the groundwater 
model is the temperature of the infiltrated thermal energy. For storage at 
the cold well a fixed temperature is set, which is similar like in practice; 
the temperature of the evaporator of the heat pump, plus a temperature 
loss that occurs in the heat exchanger 

Tinf c = Tevap c +Tloss (18) 

With (Tloss is 1 ◦C in this study). Heat injection is not as straightfor-
ward. During cooling different modes of operation may occur, which 
together result in an injection temperature for the warm well. Low ca-
pacity passive cooling yields relatively low injection temperatures (e.g. 
14 ◦C) while high capacity passive cooling results in relatively high 
temperatures (e.g. 17 ◦C). In case of peak cooling demands, condenser 
heat of the heat pump (functioning as chiller) will increase the injection 
temperature even further: 

Tinf w = Twell c +
Δt⋅PATES c

Qc⋅cw
(19)    

9. Energy balance of the wells 

When the wells of the ATES system are not in balance the climate 
installation model will respond to this and will force the ATES system to 
restore the energy balance. This is done with the dry cooler and can only 
be done if the outside air conditions are suitable, in winter it is only 
possible to store extra cooling capacity and in summer heating capacity. 
First the required heating and cooling capacity is delivered, the 
remaining capacity of the wells can be used for energy balance correc-
tions. The energy balance (B) is assessed after a period of continuous 
operation of 2 years. When the imbalance is >15%, the ATES system will 
use its dry cooler capacity to store more heat or cooling capacity. 

B =
Eh − Ec

Eh + Ec
(20) 

B < 0: cold well is growing, more heat needs to be charged to the 
ATES wells. 

B > 0: warm well is growing, more cold water needs to be charged 
into the wells. 

Restoring the energy balance can be done when Qh/c < Qmax. When 
this is the case, the available amount of pumping (Qmax – Qh/c) will be 
used to store extra heat or cooling capacity. This is done with the tem-
perature calculated in the previous step (Tinf_w / Tinf_c). 

Pdc =
(Qmax − Qh)⋅cw⋅ΔT

Δt
(21)    

10. Determine Energy use HP, Dry cooler, boiler, circulation pumps 

From the operation modes identified in the previous calculation step 
the energy use of each component for each hourly time step can now be 
calculated. For the dry cooler (Edc), circulation/well pumps (Ewp, Ecp) 
and boiler (Eboiler) this is straightforward: 

Eboiler hr =
Pboiler

COPboiler
⋅Δt (22)  

Edc hr =
Pdc

COPdc
⋅Δt (23)  

Ewp hr =
PATES c + PATES h

COPwell
⋅Δt (24)  

Ecp hr =
PATES c + PATES h

COPcirculation
⋅Δt (25) 

In the calculation of energy use by the circulation pumps are 
included the pumps for circulation in evaporator, condenser, boiler, dry 
cooler, heat exchangers and circulation circuit to the building for both 
heating and cooling mode. 

The energy use of the heat pump depends on the quality of the source 
and is not linear, at partial load the electricity use is lower than at full 
capacity and the COP is therefore higher at that moment. To take this 
into account the heat pump COP is corrected with a factor yhp (Fig. 8). 
The electricity consumption of the heat pump is calculated using the 
following equation: 

Ehp hr = fhp⋅
Php max

COPhp
⋅Δt (26) 

The electricity use of the heat pump is corrected with the factor fhp. 
This is calculated following the relationship shown in Fig. 8. This rela-
tionship is determined from heat pump data (Appendix II). 

Please note: 

- In this study, we use a constant COP for the well pump and the cir-
culation pump. In practice, the well and circulation pumps may have 
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a limited variation in COP. Our results show that the energy use of 
these components is relatively small. Hence applying a constant COP 
for well and circulation pumps has limited impact on the results. 

- Chiller COP, could be considerably lower under partial load condi-
tions, and thus affect results. Because the chiller is mainly used in the 
conventional BCI, running it with a constant best case COP will un-
derestimate the electricity use of the chiller. Therefore, this is a 
worst-case situation for comparing ATES to conventional. Adding 
chiller COP variability would not seriously change the results and 
conclusions of this study, it would make the results more in favour of 
high density ATES.  

- Boilers under partial load will have a lower efficiency than boilers 
running in full load. In this study, boilers run in partial load. For gas 
boiler, lower but constant value for efficiency are used due to partial 
load. 

2.2.7. Placement of wells with NetLogo 
Agent based modelling is used to model the systematic outcomes that 

emerge from the behaviour of individual actors (in this case building 
owners) and is used for socio-environmental simulation of common pool 
resource problems like groundwater for ATES utilisation in cities [8,14]. 

For this study NetLogo is used to initialize ATES wells with their 
placement behaviour during initialisation in a pre-defined area. Each 
agent is characterized by the size and function of the buildings in the 
study area. The number of wells and the size of each ATES system follow 
from the energy demand and size of components of the BCI. The 
following placement procedure is implemented in NetLogo to represent 
the stochastic nature of ATES adoption dynamics:  

• The study site is divided in 1x1m patches, each patch can be used by 
buildings to place a well. Each building in the study site has been 
appointed a plot in the NetLogo environment; the buildings can only 
build wells on free patches within their plot and adjacent sidewalks.  

• The placement of new ATES systems is in random order. New ATES 
system choose a random location for one of its wells from the 
available patches in their plot, respecting the placement rules with 
already existing ATES wells. The other well of this system is then 
placed in the plot respecting the placement rules. The patches around 
each well can no longer be used for placement of other wells, 
depending on the size of the well and the placement rules, Fig. 9. 
Each ATES system installs its wells using this procedure resulting in 
success when there was available space, or in failure when the wells 

couldn’t find a location in the grid while respecting the placement 
rules.  

• During placement of new ATES systems, less and less space remains 
available to place new wells, as a space around each well is required 
around to prevent mutual interaction. If only a limited space was 
available for well placement, this can results in a lower amount of 
placed well doublets than was originally planned (calculated during 
ATES initialisation).  

• Within the imposed spatial constraints, ATES systems continue to be 
added until no more well locations can be found because the area is 
filled with ATES wells and separation space between wells. 

Due to the stochastic nature of the simulation in agent based 
modelling, a single simulation realization is not representative. There-
fore, each scenario comprises of 24 complete model realizations; model 
testing has showed that with 24 realizations per scenario the distribution 
of the results was sufficiently stable to confirm representative behaviour 

Fig. 8. The heat pump correction factor for the range of possible partial loads of the heat pump, used to calculate the electricity use of the heat pump.  

Fig. 9. Example output of the Agent Based model: placement of 39 well pairs 
(78 total wells). 
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suitable for analysis. Using this approach to assess different placement 
policies for ATES wells allows to translate simulation results also to 
other areas, because the stochastic uncertainties associated with 
different city lay-out are taken into account when assessing the 
ensemble results, rather than individual model realizations. 

2.2.8. Geohydrological modelling with MODFLOW/MT3D-MS 
The geohydrological model used for simulation of the subsurface 

interactions between ATES systems is MODFLOW/MT3D-MS run 
through the SEAWATv4 model. SEAWATv4 combines MODFLOW 
(groundwater flow simulations by using a finite-difference method [23] 
and MT3DS (Multi-Species modular 3D transport model [17]). Because 
of the similarity between the equations for solute and heat transport, 
MT3DMS can be used to model transport of heat, by treating heat as a 
solute species [24–25]. The MODFLOW/MT3DS model is used to 
simulate subsurface flow with heat transport, to obtain the extraction 
temperatures of the wells to be fed into the BCI model. Subsurface 
conditions are considered homogenous. The FloPy model, is used to 
build and run these models in python [26]. 

2.2.8.1. Spatial discretization. For this study the thermal distribution 
and heat loss in the horizontal plane is of interest, while vertical loss is 
not. Vertical distribution and losses to confining layers is also expected 
to be relatively small compared to horizontal losses [21–22]. Therefore, 
using only 1 layer in the vertical direction with the height of the total 
aquifer thickness (26 m) will not affect the interaction effects between 
the wells of interest in this study while limiting the model complexity 
and required computational resources [6]. 

To accurately calculate horizontal movement of groundwater and 
thermal energy, the city centre of Utrecht was modelled with a 2.5x2.5 
m grid in the area of the building locations. A zone of 100 m with the 
same cell sizes is constructed around the well-area to minimize nu-
merical dispersion. Around this area the model extents for anoth-
er1000m with a logarithmically increasing cell size up to a maximum of 
200 m at the grid boundaries. This results in a model grid with an extent 
of 3500x3500m (Fig. 10). The resolution at the area of interest stays well 
within the minimum required cell-size of 5x5m identified by Sommer 
et al. [22] to adequately model the heat transport around ATES wells. A 
description of the subsurface and geohydrological conditions is provided 
in Appendix III. 

2.2.8.2. Initial and boundary conditions. Model boundaries are set to 
have fixed heads and temperatures at the boundaries. Ambient tem-
peratures are set at 12 ◦C, which is the assumed average ambient 
groundwater temperature of the shallow subsurface. Initial and starting 
heads are set to surface level of the model and are constant at model 

boundaries. 

2.2.8.3. Parameter settings. Aquifer properties are homogeneous 
because the effect of heterogeneity on ATES well recovery efficiency is 
shown to be insignificant [27–29] and may disturb the analysis of the 
subsurface interactions. Influence of buoyancy flow due to density dif-
ference that occur due to temperature differences are negligible for LT- 
ATES and is therefore not taken into account [21,30–31]. Because hy-
draulic conductivity has negligible effects on thermal losses under ho-
mogeneous conditions [21], the horizontal and vertical hydraulic 
conductivity is set to a constant value of 30 m/d and 6 m/d respectively. 
Both are common values for the aquifers found in the Netherlands 
(anisotropy factor of 5). The other thermal and numerical parameters 
follow literature values and are given in Table 2. 

2.2.9. Combined model validation 
The BCI model results are aggregated over the time step length at 

which the groundwater model runs, which is 30 days. This results in a 
net flow and weighted averaged infiltration temperature, which func-
tions as input for the MODFLOW/MT3D-MS model which subsequently 
simulates the subsurface changes for the next time step. Thereafter, well 
temperatures are used as input for the climate installation model. It is 
computationally expensive and time consuming to also run the 
groundwater model at hourly time steps. This is not needed because the 
groundwater systems reacts slower to dynamics of the climate installa-
tion. Test runs with time steps of the groundwater model of 5 days, a 
week and a month were carried out, which gave no significant difference 
in outcomes, indicating that monthly time steps are sufficiently small to 
assess well performance under varying well placement policies and 
capture seasonal storage cycle dynamics. Please note that MT3D-MS 

Fig. 10. Left: top view plot of the horizontal discretization. Right: conceptual model of the 3D grid.  

Table 2 
MODFLOW simulation parameters [24–25,27]  

Parameter value unit 

Porosity 0.3 – 
Longitudinal dispersion 1 m 
Transversal dispersion 0.1 m 
Horizontal conductivity 30 m/d 
Vertical conductivity 6 m/d 
Bulk density 1889 kg/m3 

Bulk thermal diffusivity 0.16 m2/day 
Specific heat capacity solids 750 J/kg ◦C 
Specific heat capacity water 4183 j/kg ◦C 
Thermal conductivity solid 3 W/m ◦C 
Thermal conductivity water 0.61 W/m ◦C 
Thermal conductivity of aquifer 2.28 W/m ◦C 
Effective molecular diffusion 1⋅10− 10 m2/day  
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automatically takes smaller (internal) time steps if necessary to meet 
convergence criteria (Courant number < 0.8). The extraction tempera-
tures from the wells are due to the monthly time steps of the ground-
water model also constant during each month in the BCI model. 

Because ATES systems can have multiple doublets, the average 
extraction temperature (Textracted) of the wells is used as input of the BCI 
model. The average temperature of the extracted water is calculated for 
each ATES system at each groundwater model time step using the 
extraction volume (V) of each well (j) belonging to ATES system (i), 
following: 

Textracted i =
∑m

j=0

Textracted j⋅Vextracted j
∑m

j=0Vextracted j
(27) 

The groundwater model set-up is the same as the work carried out by 
[6]. The results of both models showed a good match, which indicates 
that the model captures the relevant processes and produces realistic 
results. This allows for comparison of different scenarios with the goal to 
assess the impact of subsurface interactions on the primary energy use of 
individual ATES systems. Due to the lack of historical field data, it was 
not possible calibrate the model to real data. However, the BCI model 
results were benchmarked to energy demand monitoring data of two 
existing buildings, and showed a good resemblance, also the energy use 
of the various components showed a reasonable match, given many 
uncertainties and gaps in respective data sets. 

2.3. Assessment framework 

2.3.1. Primary energy use & GHG emission 

2.3.1.1. ATES system. The analysis is carried out for the entire simu-
lation period (t0 → t). The total electricity used by the heat pump (Ehp), 
dry coolers (Edc), circulation pumps (Ecp) and well pumps (Ewp) is 
calculated for each building (i) with an ATES system by: 

Ee ATES = Ehp +Edc +Ecp +Ewp =

∫ t

t0
(Php + Pdc + Pcp + Pwp)dt (28) 

Similarly the gas use of each ATES system is calculated via: 

Eg ATES = Eboiler =

∫ t

t0
Pboilerdt (29) 

The total GHG emission is retrieved by calculating the CO2 emissions 
of the considered (k) ATES systems: 

GHGATES =
∑k

i=1
(Ei

e ATES⋅fem e +Ei
g ATES⋅fem g) (30) 

in which fem_e and fem_g are the emissions factors for gas and elec-
tricity, and k the number of active ATES systems. 

2.3.1.2. Conventional boiler and chiller. Buildings without ATES have a 
conventional boiler and compression chiller in this model. The total 
electricity used by the chiller (Ec) and circulation pumps (Ecp) is calcu-
lated for each building without an ATES system by: 

Ee conv = Ec +Ecp =

∫ t

t0
(Pc + Pcp)dt (31) 

Similarly the gas use of each building without an ATES system is 
calculated via: 

Eg conv = Eboiler =

∫ t

t0
Pboilerdt (32) 

The total GHG emission is retrieved by calculating the CO2 emissions 
of the considered buildings: 

GHGconv =
∑l

n=1

(
Echiller,hfem e + Eboiler,hfem g

)
(33) 

in which fem_e and fem_g are the emissions factors for gas and elec-
tricity, and l the number of active conventional systems. 

2.3.1.3. Relative change in GHG emissions and primary energy use. The 
change in primary energy use and GHG emissions as a result of 
increasing density of ATES wells is compared to the amount of energy 
use or GHG emissions that would be emitted if the building used con-
ventional heating and cooling system: 

ΔGHGi =
GHGi

GHGi conv

ΔGHG =
1
k

∑k

i=1

GHGi

GHGi conv

(34) 

This relative change is calculated for each building or for the entire 
case study area. 

2.3.1.4. Emission factors for gas and electricity. For this analysis the 
Dutch emission factors for 2019 are used (Table 3). The CO2 emissions 
per unit electricity use are subjected to change due to the mix of power 
source contributing to the electricity grid (e.g. coal, solar PV, windmills, 
nuclear). It is expected that emission factors for electricity of the Dutch 
grid are decreasing up to almost 50% by 2030, due to an increase of 
renewable electricity sources, Table 3. 

2.3.2. Recovery efficiency of ATES wells 
The energy recovery efficiency (η) of the wells of each ATES system 

over the simulation period is calculated by dividing the extracted 
amount of thermal energy by the infiltrated amount of thermal energy: 

η(t0→t) =
Eout

Ein
=

∫ t
t0
(Tout − Tamb)⋅cw⋅Qoutdt

∫ t
t0
(Tin − Tamb)⋅cw⋅Qindt

=
ΔTout⋅Vout

ΔTin⋅Vin
(35) 

The thermal recovery efficiency of all ATES systems in the simulation 
(ηtot) is the average of the individual efficiencies weighted by the indi-
vidual total storage volume of the wells: 

ηtot =

∑k
i=1ηiVi

∑k
i=1Vi

(36) 

The recovery efficiencies discussed in this paper are the average ef-
ficiencies, averaged for all warm and cold wells of the specific ATES 
system. 

2.3.3. Adoption ratio 
As a result of varying well placement policies, the number of build-

ings with an ATES system and the amount of wells that are being used for 
ATES systems varies across simulations. This is shown with the adoption 
ratio of the buildings in the case study area (rATES), and the adoption 
ratio of the number of wells (rw) compared to the needed number of 
wells for optimal ATES use: 

rATES =
k

k + l

rwell =
mplaced

mneeded

(37) 

Table 3 
Parameters to calculate CO2 emissions from gas and electricity use.  

Name Value Description 

Eg 35.17 Upper calorific value natural gas in MJ/m3 

fem_g 1.77 The amount of CO2-emission (kg) per m3 gas. 
fem_e 2019: 0.342030: 0.18 The amount of CO2-emission (kg) per KWhe [37].  
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2.3.4. Allocated fraction of subsurface space 
For various case study areas, the demand for ATES, the settings at 

street level and the aquifer thickness will differ. The stress on subsurface 
space will therefore also be different. To allow for proper comparison 
between simulations of this study, as well as translation of the results 
provided in this paper, a spatial parameter is calculated. The allocated 
fraction of subsurface space quantifies the density of the ATES scenario 
and allows comparison between different model realisations. The allo-
cated fraction of subsurface space is defined as the yearly stored volume 
of groundwater of all ATES wells, divided by the available aquifer space 
in the district under consideration: 

Fs =

∑k
i=1Vi

LaqAA
(38) 

With AA the ATES area [m2] and Laq the aquifer thickness [m]. The 
ATES area (AA) is defined as the district area (Fig. 11). 

2.4. Data and materials 

2.4.1. Case study area 
The developed methods are applied to the case study area Utrecht, 

Fig. 11. The city centre is a densely populated/built-up area and con-
tains 26 medium to large (multi utility) buildings with a suitable size 
and energy profile for ATES. The building characteristics are presented 
in appendix III. 

Because wells cannot be placed beneath buildings or on the train 
track, available space is limited. In Fig. 11 the building plots are shown 
for each building. The green area is available to place wells. Around each 
building plot a buffer is created to correct for the expected extra area 
that can be used by wells when wells are placed close to the edge of 
building plots, e.g. in sidewalks. This area is therefore also used to 
calculate the total available area for ATES (Aa), which is 854,452 m2 for 
the case study area Utrecht. 

2.4.2. Climate data and reference year 
The used climate data to drive the simulations is obtained from the 

Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI) in the Netherlands. 
Daily temperature data of the years 2010–2015 of measuring station ‘de 
Bilt’ are used, Appendix III. For the initialisation of the climate model 
(Section 2.2.1) a reference year is used, Appendix III. The reference year 

is an artificial dataset consisting of separate temperature data fragments 
and designed as the ‘normal’ temperature year in the Netherlands and is 
used in practice to identify the yearly average energy demand and peak 
load of buildings. 

2.5. Well placement policy scenarios 

In this study, the ‘lowest density’ placement policy is based on cur-
rent Dutch design standard (Do = 3, Ds = 2) and higher density place-
ment policies follow from Martin Bloemendal et al. [6]. Therefore, Do is 
varied as 3, 2.5 or 2, and Ds as 2, 1 or 0.5. Previous research showed that 
decreasing Do below 2 leads to a large negative effect on the recovery 
efficiency, opposite well distance is therefore not tested lower than Do =

2 [6,32]. This results in a total of 9 different well placement policy 
combinations. 

3. Results 

3.1. ATES adoption and recovery efficiency 

The simulation results illustrate that with applying denser ATES well 
placement policies (Fig. 12) the number of ATES systems, the individual 
storage volume and the overall storage volume increases. Consequently, 
wells of the same type form larger clustered warm and cold volumes, 
that increasingly adjoin with other clustered storage volumes at their 
borders. 

The densest well placement policy (Ds = 0.5 & Do = 2) results in more 
than double the amount of ATES wells compared to the lowest density 
placement policy (Ds = 2, Do = 3). The stored volume has a strong 
positive correlation with the allocated fraction of subsurface space (Fs), 
Table 4. The allocated fraction of subsurface space for the most dense 
well placement policy is more than twice as large than the most spacious 
well placement policy. 

Decreasing the same well distance (Ds), compared to decreasing the 
opposite well distance (Do), has a different effect on well placement and 
the ability of specific buildings to place wells (Table 4). A smaller Do has 
a strong effect on the number of ATES systems that are able to place a 
minimum of one well doublet, while decreasing Ds has a stronger effect 
on the number of wells that can be placed for each ATES system. This 
difference is visible between the Ds = 2, Do = 2 and the Ds = 1, Do = 3 
policy in Table 4. The latter having more total wells on the one hand 
while these wells are coupled to a smaller amount of buildings. It is 
therefore beneficial to apply small separation distances between same 
type of wells in areas with a relatively large share of large buildings in 
need of many doublets. 

Fig. 13 shows the ATES adoption ratio (rATES), the well adoption ratio 
(rwells) and the recovery efficiency (ηth) for the buildings for 3 well 
placement policies. This shows that the difference between the two 
dense well placement policy is relatively small. The highest recovery 
efficiencies are observed for the most spacious well placement policy 
and lowest recovery efficiencies are observed for the dense well place-
ment policy. The recovery efficiencies of the buildings, as well as to what 
extent they are affected by the placement policies varies. These varia-
tions are linked to the differences in building size and the associated 
total storage volume, the proximity of other ATES building plots and the 
size of the plot, representing how easy it is for buildings to identify 
suitable well locations under various placement policies. Most buildings 
do not have a balanced heating and cooling demand (on average 
50–100% difference, see table in Appendix III). This has an effect on the 
heating and cooling loads from the ATES wells, and impacts the energy 
performance of the cold and warm wells. As most buildings have a 
higher heating demand, also recovery efficiencies of warm wells are 
usually higher. However, the results show that this effect is limited 
(<15%, Appendix IV), which is partly because of the automatic energy 
balance control of the ATES systems (explained in bullet point 9 in 
subsection 2.2.1). Buildings 2, 8, 10 and 15 have the lowest recovery 

Fig. 11. Case study area Utrecht. The different colours depict the building plot 
areas and the building itself. The total available building plot space is 
854,452 m2. 
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efficiencies (in the dense and spacious policy), they are relatively small 
buildings and located in the centre of the case study area, making them 
prone to interaction with other buildings, Fig. 11. The large spread in 
recovery efficiencies across all the model realisations for these buildings 
presented in Appendix IV illustrates this. While other buildings are 
limited affected by changes in well placement policies, because they 
have a large plot to place wells (building 7), are very large (14) or at the 
boundary of case study area (24). Again, this is illustrated by the limited 
spread in the efficiencies across all model realisation which are pre-
sented in Appendix IV. 

Please note that some buildings are missing and some buildings have 
no result for the low density policy. This is a result of the stochastic well 
placement approach in the agent based model. Each model realisation is 
different, also when applying the same well placement policy. This 
random well placement led to<5 model realisations in which these 
buildings have an active ATES system for the low density placement 
policy. 5 realisations or less is considered to be insufficient for repre-
sentative analysis of the energy use. It concerns buildings 4, 19, 21, 23 in 
all policies, and buildings 2, 22 and 25 for the most spacious policies. 
These buildings are therefore excluded from the analysis. The reason for 
limited ATES adoption for these building is the small available building 
plot area, which makes it impossible to place an ATES doublet while 
maintaining the well placement constraints. Even when these buildings 

are among the first adaptors, the opposite well distance constraint often 
appeared to be the limiting factor to place an ATES doublet, for both the 
high as well as low density scenario’s. In practice such constraints would 
be relaxed or well locations would searched somewhat further from the 
building. 

Buildings 0, 1, 11 and 14 have a large building plot and adopt ATES 
in each model realisation, which means they always have at least one 
doublet. This does not mean that these buildings are always able to place 
the designed maximum amount of wells required to fully meet the 
building demand for all model realisations. For building 0 and 1 this 
only occurs in about 25% of the realisations. 

3.2. Overall GHG emissions 

With an increase of the subsurface space use, the average recovery 
efficiency of all ATES wells decreases, Fig. 14A. This indicates that 
negative interaction between wells of the opposite type have a stronger 
effect on the recovery efficiency than the positive interaction between 
wells of the same type at dense well placement policies (high allocated 
subsurface fraction, Fs). The decline in recovery efficiency shows a non- 
linear trend with increasing density, indicating that further increase of 
ATES density may result in negative recovery efficiencies, i.e. short- 
circuit flow occurs. Despite the lower average recovery efficiency the 

Fig. 12. The effect of different well placement policies based on the relative thermal radius distances between same (Ds) and opposite (Do) thermal well types on 
temperature distribution in the storage aquifer in the end of the winter of the 5th year of the simulations for 1 random model realisation for 3 different placement 
policies. From A-C density well placement density increases with decreasing Ds from 2 to 0.5 times and Do from 3 to 2 times the thermal radius. 

Table 4 
Relative amount of buildings with ATES systems (compared to total number of buildings in case study area), placed wells (compared to total well demand), and 
allocated fraction of subsurface space Fs for the range of policies.  
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total GHG emissions diminish with increasing ATES density, indicating 
that the increase of buildings with ATES contributes to overall GHG 
emission reduction, similar to observations by Martin Bloemendal et al. 
[6]. 

The ATES adoption ratio is strongly linked to the allocated fraction of 
subsurface space use, Fig. 14B. The load duration curve (Fig. 6) shows 
that the first added ATES wells to a building have the largest impact on 
emission reduction. The simulation results confirm this expected 

Fig. 13. A: Average ATES adoption ratio (rATES), B: Average well adoption ratio (rwells) and recovery efficiency (ηth) of the individual buildings for the most dense (Ds 
= 0.5, Do = 2), dense (Ds = 1, Do = 2) and spacious (Ds = 2, Do = 3) well placement policies. 

Fig. 14. A: The average recovery efficiency for all wells in different well placement policies and the relative GHG emissions compared to if all buildings used 
conventional heating and cooling system. B: the ATES adoption ratio, i.e. the percentage of buildings with an ATES system at difference well placement policies. And 
the average well adoption ratio of all buildings, i.e. the percentage of realised wells at different well placement policies compared to designed amount of wells. Please 
note that at high density, space in between warm and cold wells can be used twice during a year, at the end of winter it is occupied by the cold well, while at the end 
of summer it is occupied by the warm well. Hence the allocated surface fraction can be > 1. 
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behaviour: the largest difference in energy savings are initiated at high 
adoption ratios, i.e. when more buildings have the opportunity to use 
ATES. This is also illustrated by the contribution of GHG emission by gas 
and electricity use for the ATES and the conventional situation, pre-
sented in Fig. 15. With an increase in number of ATES systems, less 
conventional systems are operational in the case study area. This results 
in a mild increase of GHG due to gas and electricity use by ATES 
buildings (Fig. 15A). While GHG emissions due to electricity and gas use 
by conventional systems strongly decreases (Fig. 15B). Most buildings 
do not have their desired amount of wells in the different placement 
policies, the fact that they have wells already has a large effect on overall 
emissions. 

Fig. 15 also shows that the ratio of GHG emission by electricity/gas 
for the area as a whole shifts with spacious to dense well placement 
policy from approximately 50/50 to 70/30. Because electricity use is 
dominant at dense well placement, future lower emission factors of 
electricity will even further decrease total CO2 emissions. In 2030, the 
GHG emission rate is expected to decrease almost 50% compared to 
2019 (Table 3). At high well placement densities this will then result in 
an even further reduction from 40% emissions in 2019 to only 25% 
emission in 2030, compared to current emissions by conventional 
systems. 

3.3. The energy performance of individual buildings 

The decrease of the overall GHG emissions at high ATES well density 
is caused by the increase of buildings with ATES and is not related to the 
energy performance change of individual ATES systems due to a denser 
well placement policy. To what extent the increased interaction between 
wells (resulting in the lower recovery efficiencies) at denser well 
placement policy, affects the primary energy use of individual ATES 
systems is assessed by evaluating the energy use of each individual 
building with ATES. The change in gas use, electricity use and GHG 
emission of each building is calculated relative to the situation with 
conventional heating and cooling, for a dense and spacious well place-
ment policy (Fig. 16A-B-C). This shows that the gas and electricity use of 
each building does not change considerably under dense and spacious 
well placement, Fig. 16 A and B. But because the gas use of a building 
with ATES is much lower compared to conventional heating and cooling 

(only 10–20%), the difference in gas use of each building between the 
dense and spacious well placement policy is still quite large for some 
buildings, Fig. 16D. 

From these results the following observations stand out:  

- In general, the average gas use change varies when comparing the 
dense and spacious well placement policies, while electricity use is 
less dependent on well placement policy. This is explained by the 
increase of well doublets per system, which increases the heat pump 
capacity, and results in less gas is use by the peak boiler, rather than 
mutual interactions. But there are cases where gas use increases, 
which is a result of too few warm wells being placed.  

- The differences in electricity use is consistently a little bit lower in 
the dense placement policy. This decrease is caused because more 
wells can be placed and more cooling is obtained from the ATES 
rather than the cooling machine. The differences are much smaller 
than for gas use changes and result in a < 5% change, predominantly 
lower in the dense setting, but in one building there is also a larger 
electricity use.  

- The differences in GHG emissions are dominated by the differences 
in gas use. 

The results from Fig. 16 are not conclusive on the effect of mutual 
interaction on the performance of the ATES system, because the addition 
of wells mask the impact of interactions on the performance. To 
discriminate between the implications of the increase of wells and the 
effect of subsurface interaction, the gas and electricity use of all sce-
narios for which a building obtains their maximum desired number of 
wells is presented in Fig. 17. Here, the primary energy use variation is 
solely influenced by subsurface interaction. The energy use change at 
increasing aquifer utilization levels is shown compared to the energy use 
at the lowest aquifer utilization level for which each building has ob-
tained their maximum number of wells. Negative impact at aquifer 
utilization levels up to 80% is limited to max 5% for both gas and 
electricity use. At higher levels, some building observe a gas use or 
electricity use increase of maximally 15%. However, this is only limited 
to a few buildings. The maximum and minimum change increases with 
higher well placement density. The average change of all buildings 
however is limited to < 5% at the highest densities for both electricity 

Fig. 15. Share of total GHG emissions due to buildings with an ATES systems (left) and building with conventional buildings (right). With higher allocated fraction of 
subsurface space (Fs) the share of emitted GHG emissions increases for ATES and decreases for conventional buildings. 
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and gas use (solid line, Fig. 17). 
Fig. 17 shows that the effect of subsurface interaction at increasing 

aquifer utilization varies strongly for each individual building, and is 
thus affected by local conditions. Therefore, 5 buildings that had their 
maximum required wells in most of the model realisations across all 
placement policies are showed in Fig. 18 to assess what conditions cause 
this variability. Please note that:  

• Buildings 6 and 7 and their neighbouring buildings have much more 
space available to identify well locations, see Fig. 11.  

• Buildings 6, 12 and 17 have the same function and specific energy 
use and therefore respond similarly, especially in the electricity use. 
They have a strongly imbalanced heating and cooling demand, 
heating demand is larger, see Appendix III.  

• Building 7 is much larger than the other buildings and has a larger 
cooling demand than buildings 6, 12 and 17, see Appendix III.  

• Building 24 has a balanced heating and cooling demand (For details, 
see Appendix III) 

Fig. 18 shows the gas use, electricity use and GHG emissions as a 
function of the allocated subsurface fraction for these 5 buildings. For all 
5 buildings it is concluded that both gas and electricity use is not much 

affected by subsurface interaction with allocated subsurface fraction up 
to 0.8. At higher density placement policies, the smaller buildings may 
suffer from a considerable amount of gas use increase, max 9%. For all 5 
buildings, the electricity use varies max. 5% for Fs < 0.8, and for the 
smaller buildings, the electricity use does not vary >2% up to 0.9 allo-
cated aquifer fraction. Building 7 has, a much lower electricity use 
compared to the other buildings (around 1.1 vs. 1.35), due to a relatively 
large cooling demand. But as a result it is also more sensitive for mutual 
interactions at higher allocated subsurface fractions. Building 24 with 
the balanced heating and cooling demand doesn’t seem to suffer from 
the subsurface interaction. This may be caused by the fact that 1) it is on 
the boundary of the study site and 2) due to its’ high cooling demand, 
warm wells are always fully charged and therefore gas use is not much 
affected. Please note that for the buildings with an imbalanced heating 
and cooling demand the correction for the imbalance usually lags behind 
by a year, which is also the case in practice (see step 9 in the operation 
dynamics description in section 2.2.1). Building 7 (in the middle of the 
study area), which also has a higher cooling demand compared to the 
other 3 buildings with a stronger imbalance towards larger heating de-
mand, also shows less sensitivity for gas use due to interactions. 

These results show that ATES adoption can be accommodated in 
areas up to an aquifer allocated subsurface fraction of 80%, without 

Fig. 16. Gas (A) and Electricity (B) use and GHG emissions (C) for the buildings with an ATES system relative to conventional systems, compared between spacious 
(Ds = 2, Do = 3) and dense (Ds = 1,Do = 2) well placement scenario. The error bars represents 2 standard deviations. D: the average relative change in electricity and 
gas use and GHG emissions for each building between high and low density placement scenario’s. Please note that the buildings 2, 22 and 25 do not have ATES wells 
in the spacious well placement scenario. 
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considerable negative impact on the performance of individual ATES 
systems. These results are in correspondence with the earlier work of 
Martin Bloemendal et al. [6] and allow for higher aquifer utilisation 
than current practice for ATES planning does (i.e. 25–40%, Martin 
Bloemendal et al. [6]; Martin Bloemendal et al. [7]. Additionally, the 
results indicate that buildings with a balanced heating and cooling de-
mand suffer less from mutual interactions. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Permit vs. real storage volume: which thermal radius to use for well 
placement? 

In the simulations in this study, the thermal radius used for well 
placement is representative for the actual average thermal radius that 
develops for the ATES systems in the simulation. The maximal yearly 
thermal radius varies slightly between consecutive years, due to varia-
tions in outside air temperature, like they would also in practice. 

However, the thermal radius used for planning in practice, is based on 
the maximal storage volume requested in the permit. This is the allowed 
storage volume in case of an extremely warm summer, or extremely cold 
winter. As a design value, the permitted capacity is often chosen to be 
1.5 times the expected yearly capacity, while in practice monitoring 
data shows that the permitted total volume is >2 times larger than the 
actual average storage volume [33–34]. Hence, applying the permit 
volume to calculate the maximum thermal radii for well placement will 
overestimate the thermal radii, and thus result in underutilisation of 
aquifer space. Therefore, it is recommended to use the thermal radius 
resulting from the average expected storage volume for the well place-
ment (or adapt the placement rules to account for the safety factor in 
permit capacity). This can be done by requesting both the estimated 
average and maximum storage volume for the new ATES system, when 
applying for a permit. The permit application of course has to be 
checked to prevent that the maximum yearly storage volume is sub-
mitted as the average storage volume, as this is preferential for the ATES 
owner. 

Fig. 17. Gas use, electricity use and GHG emissions change for individual ATES systems in different model realisations due to increasing levels of aquifer utilization 
(Fs) compared to the lowest aquifer utilization model run that resulted in the maximum number of desired wells for each individual ATES system / building. The solid 
line indicates the average change of the ATES systems at given Fs. 

Fig. 18. Relative change in gas (A) and electricity (B) use compared to conventional systems for 5 buildings which have the maximum number of ATES wells for all 
model realisations. The differences in energy use are therefore only caused by mutual interactions. 
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In the Netherlands, local authorities also apply the “use it, or lose it” 
rule. When permit capacity is not used for several years, the allowed 
storage volume in their permit is reduced. This creates space for new 
ATES initiatives. However, wells of the existing ATES systems will not be 
relocated when this happens. Therefore, it is key for local authorities to 
prevent the use of overestimated storage volumes in the ATES permit, to 
enable correct well placement and optimize utilization of subsurface 
space. 

Given the large uncertainties in expected energy use of new buildings 
and tendency for individual ATES owners to request for larger storage 
capacity than they expect to use, it is logical to tend towards more dense 
well placement distances: <0.5 for Ds and < 2 for Do. 

Another aspect that may be of influence on the yearly storage vol-
ume, is the temperature of the warm and cold well. If for future BCI 
systems, larger temperature differences between the warm and cold well 
can be obtained, the storage volume reduces, which may be an efficient 
way to improve accommodation of ATES system. However, with smaller 
storage volumes energy losses increase [21]. And possibly, also the 
sensitivity of lower recovery efficiency on total primary energy use 
could increase. 

4.2. Difference between gross and net storage volume 

The total (gross) storage volume is used for the thermal radius used 
for well placement. But, during fall and spring ATES systems change 
flow direction regularly to supply both heating and cooling [35]. These 
pumping operations contribute to the yearly (gross) storage volume, but 
the (net) storage volume in one well is smaller and results in a smaller 
thermal radius, than expected. Also during these seasons, thermal radius 
is not at its largest, hence, these short-term injections and extraction do 
not result in mutual interaction. This explains why the monthly time 
steps for the groundwater model works well with the hourly BCI time 
steps for the simulations in this study (see section 2.2.3). In this study, 
the average difference between gross and net storage volume was about 
15%, while in practice this may go up to almost 30% [35]. In the sim-
ulations this effect was taken into account as a result of the longer 
groundwater model time step. Therefore, the distances identified are 
still applicable for moderate climatic zones such as in the Netherlands. 
In climatic zones with a stronger pronounced heating and cooling sea-
son, resulting in a small difference between gross and net storage vol-
ume, ATES systems performance may react stronger to dense well 
placement setting and well distances may need to be somewhat larger. 
At the same time, in climatic zones that have a heating and cooling 
season that is even less pronounced compared to the Dutch situation, the 
well distances may be reduced. This may also be the case for the 
Netherlands, as the simulated difference between gross and net storage 
volume is lower than in practice, according to the observations in M 
Bloemendal et al. [35]. 

4.3. Placement rules in practice 

4.3.1. Placement rules applied to individual ATES building plots 
In the simulations, same placement rules apply to all wells, also for 

the wells of one individual ATES system. However, in practice ATES 
designers are more flexible with placement of the wells of one individual 
system. The results of the most dense placement policies are represen-
tative for these conditions: in practice wells of the same type are often 
placed at distance 0.5 ⋅ Rth, or even shorter. The opposite well types 
distance is usually not smaller than 2 ⋅ Rth. This means that in practice 
wells of one individual ATES system are currently in practice already 
placed using the dense placement policy. When there are few buildings 
with many doublets, a spacious well placement policy would in practice 
look like the dense well placement policy as it is simulated in this study. 
However, in the study site there are many buildings (26) of which 9 and 
10 have respectively 1 or 2 doublets, 7 buildings require more doublets. 
Hence, the results are representative for area’s with many buildings with 

a limited number of required doublets (1 or 2). For areas with fewer, but 
larger buildings with many doublet, the spacious well placement may 
differ less from the dense placement policy than is identified in this 
study. 

For the dense well placement scenario, it is reasonable to expect that 
this artefact results in smaller thermal influence outside the buildings 
plot for a given amount of wells, or similar thermal influence for more 
wells placed. Which in both cases is positive for the overall performance. 
The results of this study are “worst-case” in that sense. 

Furthermore, it would be beneficial from a practical point of view, if 
there is no need to make a distinction between how wells are placed 
relative to each other, within an ATES system, or between different 
ATES systems. Therefore, it is logical to stay on the small side for the 
distance multipliers: <0.5 for Ds and ~ 2 for Do. 

4.3.2. Wells in public space 
When it is not possible to find an optimal well location, or a well 

location at all, ATES wells are often placed in the public space around 
the associated building. In the Netherlands, the extent to which mu-
nicipalities facilitate this, differs. In this study, the building plot 
boundaries are set in such a way that adjacent sidewalks, squares and 
parks are included, to allow for well locations in public space. Some of 
the buildings in the study area benefit greatly from this, while others 
don’t. It is not analysed to what extend well locations indeed end up in 
public space. However, the large differences in ATES adoption ratio and 
the resulting GHG emissions reductions at denser well placement pol-
icies indicate a great benefit of allowing ATES system designers to place 
wells in public space when individual building plot space is limiting. 

4.4. Comparison to other ATES design and sustainable energy systems 

As is common, the use of a conventional boiler and compression 
chiller was used in this study as a reference for conventional building 
climate control. But they cannot be evaluated as a sustainable alterna-
tive for ATES. This study would therefore benefit from a follow-up 
analysis to also asses alternative sustainable heating/cooling systems. 
Furthermore, all ATES systems in this study have the exact same BCI 
design and control, following the basis of the Dutch standard [19]. In 
practice however, this standard is always tuned to specific building re-
quirements, which may (considerably) affect behaviour and perfor-
mance of the BCI system. For example, the ATES system may be designed 
to exclude the use of gas (monovalent ATES system), meaning that the 
BCI is equipped with a heat pump at the required maximum heating 
capacity and no peak boiler. Dense and spacious placement policies are 
used to simulate the use of monovalent ATES systems in this case study 
area, see Fig. 6. As a result the well placement dynamics change: due to 
the increased peak demand, the total capacity (m3/h) of the ATES wells 
needs to be increased. Consequently, the number of wells required for a 
given ATES system approximately doubles. While at the same time, the 
required storage volume increases with only about 20%. As a result, 
more wells with relatively small thermal radii need to placed. The total 
combined thermal radius of the wells only increases with 20%. Table 5 
confirms this change in “well placement behaviour”, as many more wells 
are placed under the same placement policies. Due to the smaller ther-
mal radii it is easier to find well locations, also at dense placement 
policies. As a results the well adoption ratio is not much affected, despite 
the increased number of wells. For example: a required 250 000 m3 

storage volume in a 25 m thick aquifer for a bivalent ATES system has a 
thermal radius of 70, requiring < 35 m distance to same type of wells. 
When two of these wells are cluster the total thermal radius is 100 m. If 
this is now a monovalent system, each well needs 250 000 × 1.2 / 2 =
150 000 m3, resulting in an individual thermal radius of 55 m and a 
combined thermal radius (now of 4 wells) of 105 m. 

Fig. 19 shows the recovery efficiency, GHG emissions and energy use 
for the bivalent and monovalent scenarios. Please note that there is still 
gas use in the monovalent results because ATES systems which do not 
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receive the desired number of wells, or no wells at all, still need a(n 
additional) source of heat to meet their heating demand. This is again 
done with gas fired boilers. For the same placement rules, more wells 
can be placed, which results in a higher allocated fraction of subsurface 
space, Fs. Compared to the bivalent ATES concept, the average recovery 
efficiency is affected less for similar subsurface space use, which is due 
to the smaller radii of the stored thermal volumes which makes their 
placement easier and thus results in less influence by other wells. The 

recovery efficiency has the same trend towards higher allocated sub-
surface fractions (same slope). The GHG emissions show a different 
trend, because monovalent systems in principle do not use gas, the GHG 
emissions mainly depend on electricity, and are as a result less sensitive. 
The GHG emission reductions are smaller compared to bivalent systems, 
this is because there is little gas use in the monovalent cases and due to 
the large emission factors in the current electricity grid mix in the 
Netherlands, which is likely to decrease. Whereas the electricity use does 

Table 5 
Simulation results meta data: increase of active ATES systems, number of wells and aquifer utilization for monovalent ATES compared to the bivalent simulation results 
for dense (Ds = 1,Do = 2) and spacious (Ds = 2,Do = 3) well placement policies.   

Active ATES systems [-] Number of wells [-] Well adoption ratio [-] Allocated aquifer fraction (Fs) [-]  

dense spacious dense spacious dense spacious dense spacious 

Bivalent  20.8  13.0  93.9  41.1  0.70  0.31  1.02  0.52 
Monovalent  23.5  20.3  194.5  82.8  0.72  0.30  1.54  0.93  

Fig. 19. Monovalent and bivalent simulation results. A: recovery efficiency and GHG emissions reduction. B: electricity and gas use.  

Fig. 20. Relative change in gas (A) and electricity (B) use compared to conventional systems for building 6 with the maximum number of ATES wells for all 
monovalent and bivalent model realisations. The differences in energy use are therefore only caused by mutual interactions. 
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not change much at higher densities in the bivalent case, in the mono-
valent scenario’s this increases significant, hence the less sensitive trend 
in the GHG emissions. 

Therefore, also for the monovalent ATES design decreasing the well 
distance also helps for better utilisation of subsurface space and overall 
reduction of GHG emissions. Again also the gas and electricity use of 
individual buildings are analysed for the model realisations where they 
have the maximum desired wells installed, unfortunately only one of the 
previous 5 now has model realisations with all required wells in the low 
density scenario. Fig. 20 shows the gas and electricity use as a function 
of the allocated subsurface fraction for building 6. Despite that only one 
building has its maximum desired wells it is still possible to derive how 
interaction due to increased subsurface space use affects the perfor-
mance of individual monovalent ATES systems. Please note that the gas 
use is included because the model automatically provides heat with gas 
when the ATES system is not possible to provide the required heating. 
But in the situation that all desired well are installed, the building would 
not have a gas boiler. Therefore, the gas use in Fig. 20 represents to what 
extent the ATES system is not able to provide the required heating due to 
subsurface interactions. For the low density scenario there is no gas use 
so the ATES system can always provide heating demand. At the dense 
well placement policy interactions result in poorer performance, 
resulting in some cases a couple of percent of the heating demand not 
able to be fulfilled, however, most of the cases<1%. Also the electricity 
use is affected by a couple of percent. Because it is only one building it is 
hard to draw strong conclusions. Nevertheless, the results are similar 
with the bivalent systems for building 6. There is a small impact due to 
mutual interaction, only where bivalent systems sometimes also have a 
positive effect of mutual interaction on total energy use, the monovalent 
systems only have higher energy use due to mutual interactions. 

5. Conclusions 

The results of this study show that the change in primary energy use 
for individual ATES systems under denser well placement policies re-
sults in two main aspects:  

1) Buildings can place more wells, therefore this leads to increased heat 
pump electricity use and less boiler gas use. Even when buildings 
only have a part of their required ATES well capacity installed, their 
GHG emissions reduce considerably. The largest effect on GHG 
emissions reductions is observed for the first added ATES well 
doublet (Fig. 16), due to the shape of the load duration curve (Fig. 6).  

2) ATES wells have lower recovery efficiencies. This, however, has 
negligible effect on the combined electricity consumption of the heat 
pump and well pumps and peak boiler gas use at allocated subsurface 
fraction < 0.8. At higher density there may be a considerable nega-
tive effect on peak boiler gas use consumption for relative small 
buildings as well as a > 5% change in electricity use (increase or 
decrease) for buildings with a large cooling demand. 

Furthermore, the overall results for this study confirm earlier work 
that denser placement policies lead to an overall decrease of GHG 
emissions due to larger adoption rates of ATES technology. 

5.1. Implications for practice: 

By increasing well placement density, first adopters who have 
installed the designed/desired amount of wells may suffer some per-
centage gas use increase due to lower ATES performance caused by 
increased subsurface interaction. However, the “first ATES well doublet 
effect” results in much larger gas use reduction for late adopters than it 
results in a gas use increase for first adopters. Therefore, it is important 
to either limit the number of wells for first adopters, or better: ensure in 
their permit conditions, that they allow future neighbours to affect their 
well efficiency in a controlled way. For first adopters it is more beneficial 

to have their desired number of wells, which might perform a little less 
once the area is filled up with ATES systems, rather than having a limited 
amount of wells. For late adopters a more dense well placement setting is 
always beneficial. Even if this enables them to place only one ATES 
doublet of many required, a considerable emission reductions can be 
achieved. 

The optimal well placement policy is: 0.5 for Ds and 2 for Do. And, if 
possible, it is more preferable to use smaller multipliers than larger, 
especially for the same well types. The storage volume used to determine 
the thermal radius for well placement should be the average yearly 
storage volume, not the maximum. Local authorities should carefully 
verify permit storage volumes used for planning of ATES wells, to pre-
vent unnecessary claims on subsurface space due to ATES permits with 
too large maximum and/or average yearly storage volume. 

5.2. Further research: 

The monovalent ATES concept leads to more flexible well placement 
conditions, therefore a higher allocated fraction of subsurface space and 
increase of GHG emissions reduction. The performance of individual 
monovalent ATES systems is a bit more sensitive for mutual interaction, 
than bivalent ATES systems. But the effect of mutual interaction on 
different ATES systems design (e.g. monovalent) should be further 
investigated as the results in this study are not conclusive. 

The results indicate that ATES systems with a balanced heating and 
cooling demand are less sensitive for mutual interactions. Which implies 
the need for stronger anticipation on imbalances, e.g. using predictive 
control to restore the energy balance in time, rather than lag behind a 
year like is common in practice. To what extend this would indeed 
reduce sensitivity, and which methods can be used, is still to be 
determined. 
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